Wherever your educational professionals are on the invention education pathway, we’ve got a professional development opportunity to support them and you.

The Lemelson-MIT Program (LMIT) offers a variety of opportunities for K–14 educators, administrators, and after-school providers to learn about invention education and earn professional development points.

Invention Education: For Real

Real People, Real Problems, Real Solutions
LMIT’s annual PD Summit can either be the first step on the invention education journey or it can help professionals to reconnect with the invention education community as well as the most current invention education best practices and efforts.

Invention Adventures Sessions
Invention Adventures is aimed at K–12 educators and after-school providers who want to learn more about Invention Education and state or national Invention Conventions. With the support of LMIT staff, educators learn to facilitate project-based invention education programs, which help students build inventions they can then submit to these events.

Not sure where to join the invention education pathway?
Below are some suggestions based on one’s experience with invention education and one’s professional role.

New to Invention Education
Start with:
Invention Adventures

Next steps
• Invention Education: For Real PD Summit
• Partners in Invention Education

Invention Education Advocates
Start with:
Invention Education: For Real PD Summit

Next steps
• Invention Conventions (MA, CA)
• Invention Adventures
• Partners in Invention Education

District Leaders
Start with:
Invention Education: For Real PD Summit

Next steps
• Partners in Invention Education
• Invention Adventures

For up-to-date information on schedules, agendas, presenters, pricing, and registration, visit www.lemelson.mit.edu or email info-lemelson@mit.edu.
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